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Today’s faculty features:
Jeffrey A. Kiburtz, Special Counsel, Covington & Burling, Los Angeles
Celia B. Waters, Attorney, Saxe Doernberger & Vita, Trumbull, Conn.

The audio portion of the conference may be accessed via the telephone or by using your computer's
speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information. If you
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial
1-866-961-8499 and enter your PIN when prompted. Otherwise, please
send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately so we can address
the problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.
Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the F11 key on your keyboard. To exit full screen,
press the F11 key again.

Continuing Education Credits

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email
that you will receive immediately following the program.
For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926
ext. 2.

Program Materials

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please
complete the following steps:
•

Click on the ^ symbol next to “Conference Materials” in the middle of the lefthand column on your screen.

•

Click on the tab labeled “Handouts” that appears, and there you will see a
PDF of the slides for today's program.

•

Double click on the PDF and a separate page will open.

•

Print the slides by clicking on the printer icon.
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Relevant Policies

Commercial
General
Liability

Errors &
Omissions
(Professional
Liability)

Directors &
Officers
Liability
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General Liability - Insuring Agreement
ISO CG 00 01 12 07
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Professional Liability - Insuring Agreements
➢Miscellaneous
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Professional Liability - Insuring Agreements
➢Architects and Engineering
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General Liability – Exclusions

1. ISO CG 22 80 07 98

2. ISO CG 22 79 07 98
3. “Of a Professional Nature” w/o
Exception or “Any Professional Services”
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General Liability – Exclusions
➢CG 22 80 07 98
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General Liability – Exclusions
➢CG 22 79 07 98
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General Liability – Exclusions
➢“of a professional nature”
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D&O– Exclusions
➢Private Company (Side C Only)

➢Public Company (Carve-Out)
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Filling The Gap: Case Law on “Professional”
• No Definition Provided
• The act itself, not the actor’s title
• Something more than mere employment or proficiency in
performance of task
• Requires use of specialized knowledge, labor, learning,
intellectual skill; predominantly mental or intellectual in
nature, rather than physical or manual
• Definition Provided
• Apply provision under applicable rules of construction
• Generally preferable
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Filling The Gap: Case Law on “Services”
• Coverage grant or exclusion often requires that professional services be:
• performed for a third party, not for the insured’s own benefit; and
• for compensation
• Exclusion with these requirements does not necessarily bar coverage, where
claimant is not recipient or remunerator of services
• Exclusion’s scope may be uncertain concerning:
• insured’s own work, even if performed in conjunction with party
providing professional services to insured; or
• services undertaken without profit motive
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Nexus Between Services and Liability
• Coverage grant or exclusion often requires that professional services be:
• performed for a third party, not for the insured’s own benefit; and
• for compensation
• Exclusion with these requirements does not necessarily bar coverage, where
claimant is not recipient or remunerator of services
• Exclusion’s scope may be uncertain concerning:
• insured’s own work, even if performed in conjunction with party
providing professional services to insured; or
• services undertaken without profit motive
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Case Studies
• Energy Ins. Mut. Ltd. v. ACE Am. Ins. Co., 14 Cal. App.
5th 281 (2017).
• Orchard, Hiltz & McCliment, Inc. v. Phoenix Ins. Co.,
676 F. App’x 515 (6th Cir. 2017) (applying Michigan
law)

• Beazley Ins. Co., Inc. v. ACE Am. Ins. Co., 880 F.3d 64
(2nd Circ. 2018) (applying New York law).
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Energy Ins. Mut. Ltd. v. ACE Am. Ins. Co.
•
•

•

•

Massive pipeline explosion killed and
injured nine employees
Mapping and marking of underground
installations required specialized
knowledge of pipeline identification analogous to other activities found to be
“professional services”
Claims occurred during the project as a
result of insured's failure to properly
mark the pipeline
Insured could have purchased PL
insurance

Pipeline Owner
(Kinder Morgan, Inc.)
CGL Primary (AEGIS)
Excess (EIM)

Third Party
Excavator
Temp EmployeesConstruction
Inspectors
(Comforce Corp.)
CGL Primary &
Umbrella (ACE)
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Orchard, Hiltz & McCliment, Inc. v. Phoenix Ins. Co.
•
•

Two phased project: design & construction
Engineering firm sought AI coverage under two
CGL policies for liability arising out of a deadly
explosion

•

Policies contained PS Exclusions in AI
Endorsements

•

MI law maintains broad view of the term
“professional services”

•

Underlying complaints allege acts that are
“predominantly intellectual in nature”

•

No coverage on CGL polices

Owner
(Village of Dexter)

Gen. Ctr. (Shmina)
CGL (Phoenix)

Engineering and
Architecture
(OHM)

Sub. (Platinum)
CGL (Federated)

Sub.
(Regal)
Decedent’s Employer
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Beazley Ins. Co., Inc. v. ACE Am. Ins. Co.
•

NASDAQ’s E&O carriers v. D&O carriers

•

Technical difficulties in executing Facebook’s IPO

•

E&O coverage: “Damages resulting from any Claim … for any Wrongful Act of
the Insured that “occurs … solely in rendering or failing to render Professional
Services.”

•

D&O exclusion: “The Insurer shall not be liable for Loss on account of any
Claim…by or on behalf of a customer or client of [NASDAQ] alleging, based
upon, arising out of, or attributable to the rendering or failure to render
professional services.”

•

NASDAQ’s retail investors are its “customers.”
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Beazley Ins. Co., Inc. v. ACE Am. Ins. Co. - Continued
• Court looks to nature of the conduct rather than the title or position of
those involved
• Design and operation of NASDAQ’s system requires special acumen and
training
• Failures to properly execute the purchase and sale order and deliver
timely confirmations, go to the heart of NASDAQ’s provision of
professional services
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Particular Issues – Construction/Mixed Claims

• Defects in design, manufacture, assembly and installation of
window wall systems
• Defects in design and installation of soil retention system
• Defects in design and installation of curtain wall panels
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Construction Professional Liability Exposure
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Mixed Claims Economic Damages – GL / PL
➢GL
• Generally no coverage
for purely economic
damages
• But damages are
always “economic” issue under GL policy
should be whether
they are “because
of” property damage
or bodily injury

➢PL
• Usually not limited to bodily
injury or property damage
(as with other types of
insurance), but also covers
non-physical (purely
economic) losses, such as:

• Cost overruns
• Losses from project delays
• Other consequential
damages
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Particular Issues - Advances in Technology
• More jobs are requiring higher education and skilled workers
• Automated manufacturing processes
• Highly customized products
• Autonomous vehicles
• Post-sales product support
• Traditional distinctions between products and services becoming less
clear
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Particular Issues – Additional Insured
• “Culture” of AI stronger in context of GL policies
• More difficult to get AI status under PL policies
• Mixed capacity issues
• Owner added as AI to architect’s GL policy

• Separation of insured’s clause
― But, see, Energy Insurance Mutual, Ltd.
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Particular Issues – Project Owners
• GL program limits typically much higher than PL program limits
• Hodge-podge of professional service exclusions in project GL program
• OCIP/CCIP may help, but issues can exist between layers
• Risk Mitigation Strategies
• Require A&E firms to carry adequate limits
• Project-specific PL coverage
• Owners Protective Indemnity Insurance
• Contractor PL policies
• Quality of coverage matters – both legal and compliance/operations issue
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Policyholder Perspectives
• “Post-claims underwriting”

• Inadequate limits for large losses
• Restrictive coverage

• Failure to procure E&O insurance
• Overaggressive insurer positions impact the value proposition of
insurance

• Continue to push for a narrower interpretation of the exclusion, and
emphasize that too broad a reading makes coverage illusory.
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Policyholder Solutions
• Address issues during placement; consider placing GL and PL policies with
the same carrier to coordinate coverage for mixed claims
• Carefully review GL exclusions to ensure adequate PL coverage
• Narrow Language of exclusion
• Consider PL coverage on a project-specific basis to ensure sufficient limits
• Communicate with your PL insurer to include specific services within the
definition of “professional services”
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Insurer Perspectives
• Mixed claims can create issues with identifying nature of the risk
and determining what policy should respond: E&O, GL, D&O
• GL or D&O insurers should reserve rights on exclusion, preserve
rights to shift or share liability with E&O insurer.

• Insurers will likely continue to push for a broad reading of the
exclusion.
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